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High Cost of ‘cheap’ seed 
 
Each winter we come across pasture failures from cheap seed. If you get people offering 
you pasture seed at a price too good to believe, there will be a good reason for that. 
 
“In life you get what you pay for, and seed is no different.” That is the message from Thomas Chin of 
the Plant Breeding and Research Association (PBRA). “Cheap seed is often not certified, so may not be 
what you think. Or could contain prohibited weeds - and the last thing you want to do is introduce 
these onto your farm.” 
 
Barenbrug NZ Ltd, one of the members of the PBRA goes further “Every winter we come across pasture 
failures, and are asked to help sort them out, that have come from trying to save maybe $100 per 
hectare on seed,” says marketing manager Graham Kerr. 
 
“Farmers end up having to resow, but the big cost is the lost production that was expected. Maybe 3-
4 tonnes of dry matter less per hectare, worth $1000 per hectare or more. Our advice with pasture 
renewal, do it once do it right,” says Graham. 
 
Thomas, whose organisation represents those breeding and testing new cultivars, says plant breeders’ 
work hard to develop new and superior cultivars for the benefit of farmers.  
 
That high quality seed comes in authorised packaging, labelled with specific information (for example 
the name of the variety) and carries a reputable company’s logo. Using this seed provides farmers 
with access to the best genetics and varieties that have been specifically bred. This seed will be free 
of prohibited weeds, have been stored correctly and be officially tested and certified.  
 
In NZ, certified seed means a variety has been grown to a specific standard and every seed crop must 
pass a field inspection for crop purity by an independent verification authority, for example 
AsureQuality, before harvest. Post-harvest the seed is tested by a laboratory for sufficient purity, 
which is important to ensure the seed purchased by farmers will not contain an abundance of weed 
seed. For example, a perennial ryegrass seed lot must have a minimum of 98% pure seed. 
 
Another key part of the system is that PBRA member companies always stand behind their product, 
Thomas points out. 
 
Germinal New Zealand is another member of the PBRA, and General Manager Sarah Gard wants 
farmers to avoid the disappointment and frustration of a poor quality pasture that is easily prevented 
by using certified varieties.  
 
“Farmers will willingly invest money in their animal genetics because they understand the benefits of 
doing so. I would struggle to find a farmer who would willingly cross a low-performing sire over their 
high-performing stock just to save a bit of money. Pastoral genetics is no different and it is important 
to us that we help farmers understand the value in investing in high quality seed.” 
 
The companies involved in the PBRA all invest a significant amount  of time and money into the 
research and development of seed genetics. This ensures added value for farmers and allows them 
peace of mind that when they are using certified or proprietary seed they are getting quality, which 
can be trusted. 
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Photo - Ryegrass seed crop being irrigated in spring to maximise the potential seed yield of the crop 


